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Product Series Announcement
Jamo Studio 8 Series
Loudspeaker range with stunning sound and style, plus new Dolby Atmos® technology
Didcot, Oxfordshire – 20th February 2018
Henley Audio are delighted to announce that Jamo, a high-value, high-performance audio brand
with Danish design principles and a Klipsch Group, Inc. brand, is back in the UK with the re-imagined
Studio 8 speaker series, which has been a core part of the Jamo line for decades.
The new Jamo Studio 8 series combines innovative contemporary design, advanced acoustic
technologies, and a balanced, natural sound performance at an attractive price for consumers.

The Studio 8 compact cabinet designs with thoughtfully positioned reflex ports and neat, modern
feet are an ideal solution for urban living spaces around the world. Building on classic Jamo
acoustics, the new Studio 8 Series brings high design and high performance to any budget. Sonically,
the Studio 8 series employs 1” soft dome tweeters across the range, with WaveGuide technology for
a dynamic, powerful sound performance. The stylish, aluminized polyfibre woofers deliver deep,
accurate bass from a small footprint thanks in-part to the clever use of reflex ports.
Stylistically, extra attention to detail has been paid to ensure this series has a clean, seamless
appearance whether you’re purchasing for stereo or full home cinema purposes. The range consists
of three floor-standing towers (the S 809, S 807 and S 805), two bookshelf monitors (the S 803 and S
801), two centre speakers (the S 83 CEN and S 81 CEN), two subwoofers (the S 810 SUB and S 808
SUB) and one Dolby Atmos® certified elevation speaker (the S 8 ATM); so a Studio 8 speaker system
can be choreographed to cater for any living space or use application.
For the ultimate home cinema experience, Dolby Atmos®-enabled speakers deliver sound that
comes alive from all directions, including overhead, filling any room with astonishing detail, and
depth. The S 809, S 807 and S 803 models boast elegant, patent-pending conductive metal fasteners
on the top of their cabinets that serve as terminals for the S 8 ATM Dolby Atmos elevation speaker.
The S 8 ATM Dolby Atmos elevation speaker’s metal feet innovatively align with these connectors so
the back of the speaker has a clean design without the need to run additional cables up-to the
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elevation module. The grilles on the S 809 and S 807 are also able to slide up and align with the front
of the S 8 ATM to create one continuous line, free from visible inputs or wires.
The slim line, versatile 10” (S 810 SUB) and 8” (S 808 SUB) subwoofers can be placed vertically or
horizontally against the wall, or even tucked on their side out of site underneath furniture. They
each feature a bottom-mounted amplifier and 90° power plug for additional orientation flexibility
and a clean look.
All speaker models in the Studio 8 range are available in three furniture-grade matte vinyl finishes
with wood grain accents around the tweeters, at the bases, and feet, as well as trim rings to hide the
driver fixings. The fully magnetic grilles also come in two unique colours – white speakers come with
heather grey grilles, and the walnut and black speakers come with charcoal grey grilles, accentuating
the clean, minimalist lines of this European design.
Some Studio 8 series speakers are available now through a specially selected network of UK dealers,
with the full range arriving in April 2018.

Pricing
Floorstanders
S 809 :
S 809 HCS :
S 807 :
S 807 HCS :
S 805 :
S 805 HCS :

Bookshelf
£625.00
£825.00
£499.00
£699.00
£349.00
£599.00

Home Cinema
S 83 CEN :
S 81 CEN :
S 8 ATM :

S 803 :
S 803 HCS :
S 801 :

£249.00
£499.00
£155.00

Subwoofers
£200.00
£145.00
£200.00

S 808 SUB :
S 810 SUB :

£220.00
£265.00

Home Cinema Systems (HCS) include the listed speakers, plus a pair of S 801 and the S 81 CEN.

Technical Information
For full technical information, view the entire Jamo Studio 8
range at henleyaudio.co.uk:
https://www.henleyaudio.co.uk/Jamo
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Henley Audio
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Tel:
01235 511 166
Email: sales@henleyaudio.co.uk
Web: www.henleyaudio.co.uk

About Jamo
Since 1968, Jamo has utilised resources from around the globe while honouring its Scandinavian
roots. Innovative in their design, Jamo loudspeakers seamlessly blend into any living environment.
They are designed for life, delivering contemporary style and integrating high-value audio that
reflects the different ways the world listens.
Jamo is owned by Indianapolis, Indiana-based Klipsch Group, Inc. Klipsch Group, Inc. is a whollyowned subsidiary of VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX). Jamo is a trademark of
Klipsch Group, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

About Henley Audio
Everyone has a different interpretation of what good sound is, and at Henley Audio we’re no
different. We strive to bring customers the best possible selection of hi-fi equipment from a variety
of international manufacturers.
Formed in 1997 as the result of a management buy-out of Ortofon UK, Henley Designs Ltd. (trading
as Henley Audio) is one of the UK’s premier distributors of quality hi-fi equipment. The brands we
distribute are not only highly-regarded in their own right, but they also share a symbiotic
relationship with other brands in our portfolio.
For more information, visit www.henleyaudio.co.uk
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